ART. I. —The Salt Pans of the Solway. By W. T.
MCINTIRE, F.S.A.

A MONG the ancient industries of Cumberland none is

more interesting than that of the once flourishing
manufacture of salt carried on along the shores of the
Solway. From time immemorial the need of salt has
stimulated the ingenuity of man to discover sources
whence this product so necessary for the flavouring and
preservation of food may most readily be obtained, and
at an early date men must have noticed the beds of porous
clayey sand, known locally as " sleech," which in many
places fringe the Solway shore. These beds, after they
have been covered by the tide, possess the property of
retaining a strong briny solution, which, when partially
evaporated by the summer heat, leaves particles of salt
visible to the eye of every passer by. It was an easy task
to obtain any quantity of this brine-saturated sand, and
after mixing it with water in order to dissolve the saline
element it contained, to obtain the crystallized salt by a
process of evaporation.
Of the method employed for obtaining salt from the
sleech we have several descriptions by old writers, notably
those given by John Lucas in his History of Warton,
quoted in these Transactions, N.S. xxxvii, 132, and by John
Monipennie in his True Description of Scotland, reprinted
in Collectanea Scotica, vol. I. Briefly described, the
method was to collect the sleech by a kind of sledgeharrow, known as a " hap," and after carting it ashore, to
transfer it to a " kinch," or pit lined with puddled clay,
with a layer of peat at the bottom to serve as a filter.
The kinch was then filled to the brim with salt water,
which, filtering through the sleech and peat, produced a
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brine. This brine was drawn off and carried in pails to
the salt pans, in which it was boiled over a peat fire until
the brine was evaporated and the salt left behind.
Numerous remains both of these kinches and saltpans
can be traced along the Solway shore, and their former
existence can be traced in such place-names as Salt Coote
Hill, mentioned in 1589 as being " on the boundary of
Rockcliffe manor on the syde of the river of Eske " ; Salta
and Salta Moss, north of Allonby; Saltom, north of
Parton; Saltom Bay, between Whitehaven and St. Bees;
Saltcoats, near Newton Arlosh; Saltcoats, near Ravenglass; Salthouse, near Millom, and Southerness (formerly
Salter or Salterness) , on the opposite shore of the Solway.
The site of one of these ancient salt pans is described by
Mr. J. C. Varty-Smith in Transactions, N.S. xiii, 122ff.
where the writer records the discovery of an earthenware
pitcher of 14th century origin, in 1907, on the marsh about
three-quarters of a mile north of Newton Arlosh. This
pitcher was found after digging several feet down through
" layers of burnt clay, charcoal and salt-glazed clinkers,
proving that the place in which it was found was the site
of an old salt pan."
The origin of this salt producing industry must go far
back into antiquity. It is not unreasonable to suppose
that the Romans, whose extensive salt pans at Ostia have
been worked, so tradition asserts, since the days of Numa
Pompilius, did not neglect the copious supplies of salt
obtainable so near their forts at Bowness, Beckfoot,
Maryport and Moresby. It is impossible, however, to
obtain documentary evidence with regard to these salinae
or salt pans before the later years of the 12th century.
By that date, we find the saltworks a valued possession of
the lords of the manors in which they were situated and
an object of keen competition among the local religious
houses, the registers of which contain many interesting
references to grants of salinae and of rights of cutting the
,
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peats necessary for fuel employed in producing the salt.
In this brief article, only the salt works on the English side
of the Solway will be dealt with. The late Dr. George
Neilson in his Annals of the Solway, has related the
history of the salt-making industry on the Scottish side of
the Solway, and it will be necessary here to mention only
those salt pans on that shore which were owned or worked
by the religious houses of Cumberland.
The priories of Lanercost, Wetheral, Carlisle and St.
Bees, and the abbeys of Holm Cultram and Calder all
possessed saltpans on the Solway shores.
Lanercost, according to the confirmatory charter
granted to the priory by Richard I owned " by the gift of
Ada, daughter of William Engaine and Eustachia (his
wife) 3o acres of land in Burgh marsh, and two acres
whereon to build them houses (salt-cotes) and two salt
pans " (Nicolson and Burn, II, 496) . This grant by Ada
Engaine must have been made shortly after 1169, the date
usually associated with the foundation of Lanercost priory.
It was confirmed by Ada's son Hugh de Morevill (Regist.
Lanercost MS. ii, 12-17).
Wetheral Priory, too, owned two salinae in Burgh.
A confirmatory charter, granted by Simon de Morevill,
lord of the barony of Burgh from 1158 to 1167, mentions
these salt-pans ; one of which is stated to have been
granted to the priory by Radulf Engaine and the other
by his son William mentioned above in connection with
the Lanercost charter (Regist. Wetherhal, p. 188). Subsequent charters of Hugh Morevill and his son-in-law
Richard Gernun confirm the grant of these two salinae
(ibid., pp. 189 and I90). One of these saltworks, described
as that nearer to the one belonging to the church, was
exchanged, at a date previous to 1240, by Thomas de
Multon, who by his marriage with Ada, daughter of Hugh
de Morevill, acquired the barony of Burgh, for another
further to the west at Drumboc (Drumburgh), " which
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Michael formerly rented," along with rights of turbary in
Drumburgh. This charter is of special interest as referring
to other salt-pans in the Burgh district belonging to the
lords of Burgh (ibid., p. 194). Yet another salt-pan was
granted to the canons of Wetheral by one Maurice of Man
at a place on the Solway coast called in the charter
" Aermgthuait,"* the - site of which is not identified.
The canons are to have the same rights of entry to and
exit from the site as those previously granted to the priory
of St. Bees (ibid., pp. 233-6).
Carlisle priory possessed four salinae between Berch
(Burgh ?) and Drombogh (Drumburgh) . These salinae
were granted to the priory by William Engaine; therefore
before the year 1158 (Dugd. Mon., quoted by Todd in his

Notitia Ecclesiae Cathedralis Carliolensis, p. 17).
It will be noted that the salt pans worked by the above
mentioned priories, with the exception, perhaps, of the
mysterious " Aermgthuait," were on lands belonging to
the barony of Burgh. Further down the Solway was
another large group of salinae worked by the great abbey
of Holm Cultram. From the earliest days after the
foundation of the abbey, about 1150, the abbots of Holm
Cultram appear to have been active in acquiring the
possession or leases of salt-pans on both sides of the
Solway, and they were fortunate in finding many benefactors disposed to aid them in their enterprise. Thus,
Roland, lord of Galloway, granted to Holm Cultram for
a rent of 10 a year, a saltwork at Lochendello (probably
Loch Kinder) in Galloway, with rights to cut down wood
for their furnaces and pasture for four cattle and five
hundred pigs. He moreover granted another saltwork
beneath the slope of Criffel, the name of which is preserved
to the present day in Salterness or Southerness (see Regist.
* In the similar charter in the St. Bees register, mentioned below, the
place-name is spelt ` Aryngthwait " and has been identified with Arrowthwaite,
to the south of Whitehaven.
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Holm Cultram, pp. 5o and 51). These charters were
granted between the years 1185 and 1200.
The monks of Holm Cultram also acquired, between
1161-1174, a lease from Roland's father, the unfortunate
Huctred fitz Fergus, of a saltwork in Kirkwhinni (Kirkgunzeon) at the rent of L6 a year (ibid., p. 48-49), and in
12 94 made an arrangement with Melrose abbey under
which Holm Cultram acquired from Melrose, for the
annual payment of half a mark of silver, a saltern in
Rainpatrick, granted about 121o, by William de Brus to
Melrose. The ravages of the sea have destroyed all
traces of this important saltern, but frequent mentions of
it, as well as of the other Scottish salterns worked by
Holm Cultram, are to be found in the register of that
abbey. Iri working their concessions to the west of this
district the Holm Cultram monks evidently met with
opposition from Dundrennan abbey, as we find that many
of their granges and cotes were abandoned, e.g., those at
Caerlaverock, by 119o.
On the English shore of the Solway, Holm Cultram had
a saltwork " which Dermann de Bursted held of the
abbey." This was exchanged by Thomas de Multon,
before his death in 1240, for another saltwork near
Drumburgh (ibid., p. 3) . Moreover, between Angerton,
near Kirkbride, and Border near Sevill Cote, the monks
owned no fewer than 21 salt pans, each with its share of
peat moss for fuel. The local place-names of Sevill Cote,
Saltcoats and Raby Cote preserve the memory of the sites
of the dwellings of the salsarii or salters who worked at
these salterns.
We have evidence that the monks stored large quantities
of salt and that they carried on an active trade in that
commodity. For instance, between the years 121 5 -2 3,
Adam of Kendal, abbot of Holm Cultram, made a grant of
10 measures (bled') of salt yearly at Martinmas from the
monks' cellar at Holm Cultram to the priory of Lanercost
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(ibid., p. 7). That the monks suffered loss of some of their
supply of salt during the course of the Edwardian wars
against Scotland is shown by the following entry in the
Close Rolls:—
Order to cause Robert de Barton, sometime receiver of the
king's victuals at Carlisle, to have allowance for divers of the
king's victuals which the king caused to come to Skymburnes for
the maintenance of the garrison of Carlisle, which Robert caused
to be deposited in the abbey of Holmcoltram which was carried
away by the Scottish rebels; and that on Oct. 3 in the second
year of his reign the Scots carried away at Holmcoltram 193 salted
fish at 3os. a hundred and 19 quarters of salt at 6s. a quarter at
the grange of Harclau in Robert's custody. Andrew de Harcla,
the king's traitor, ten days after he adhered to the Scots likewise
took and carried away at Carlisle io quarters of salt, and that the
said fish and salt was not carried away by the negligence of
Robert or any one else (Cal. Close Rolls, 19 Ed. II, Westminster) .

It will be necessary later on in this article to refer to
the subsequent history of the salterns in Holm Cultram.
Another Cumbrian religious house which was rich in the
possession of salt pans was the priory of St. Bees whose
register contains several charters relating to grants of
salinae. A charter of William fitz Duncan, the lord of
Allerdale who played a by no means creditable part in the
history of the middle years of the 12th century, grants the
monks of St. Bees rights of pannage " in all his woods, to
wit from Cunningeshow up to the great ghyll which is
between Howthwait and beyond Howthwait," with the
additional concession that " no one within these bounds
shall be able to make salt nor construct a saltern, nor cut
wood for making salt except by permission of the prior of
St. Bees." Howthwait or Hothwaite, afterwards called
Brackenthwaite is a site now covered by the town of
Whitehaven between George Street and Bransty Railway
Station (Wilson, Regisr. St. Bees, No. 16). This charter
was afterwards confirmed by Alice de Rumelli, the
younger, William's daughter, and sister of the tragic
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" Boy of Egremont " (ibid., No. 12). Another saltern
was granted to St. Bees by Adam, son of Henry de Millum,
in his territory of Millom together with a site " convenient
for the said saltern near Slepul (an inlet of the Duddon
estuary) within the following bounds, " between Slepul
where it falls into the Duddon across to the orchard which
stands above Duddon marsh, and from the above orchard
going up to the great oak which stands above Slepul near
the great peat moss and so descending by Slepul to
Duddon sands." The monks had permission to take
peats from the great turbary between Arnulfpule and
Slepul, to erect saltpans and buildings to house the
salsarii and to take all suitable measures for the development of their saltwork (ibid., No. 57) . This grant was
confirmed in a subsequent charter granted by John, son of
John Hudleston (ibid., No. 58). According to the Rev.
W. S. Sykes (Transactions, N.S. xxiv, 237) in the latter
part of the 13th century there were at least three salt
industries within a mile or two in the Millom neighbourhood.
The St. Bees register also includes the charter of
Maurice de Man', already mentioned in connection with
Wetheral priory in which reference is made to another
saltern possessed by St. Bees in the neighbourhood of
Aryngthwait (Arrowthwait, a site bordering Whitehaven
on the south) . Saltom Bay over against Arrowthwait
bears a name reminiscent of this saltern.
Finally St. Bees, like Holm Cultram, extended its salt
making activities to the Scottish shore of the Solway.
Roger Masculus granted the priory a saltwork in Kulwen
(Colvend) in the last quarter of the 12th century (ibid.,
No. 6o), and Thomas son of Gospatric, first of the Curwen
family, granted another saltern in Kulwen from which he
derived his name. The bounds were between Dufpol and
" the castle," a place probably now represented by Castle
Hill Point, at the mouth of the Urr (ibid., No. 61).
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Another charter, granted about 1200, by Roland lord of
Galloway gave St. Bees a saltern in Preston at the base
of Criffel (ibid., No. 62), and, lastly, William Harig, a
tenant of the Brus fee in Annandale, made a similar
grant in Rainpatrick, " between my saltpan and
Presthou " (ibid., No. 63).
Calder Abbey, too, though not so richly endowed as the
other religious houses mentioned above, was not without
its interest in the salt-making industry, for in the confirmatory charter of grants to the abbey made by Henry II
is mentioned a gift by Ranulf Meschin, son of Ranulf
Meschin, the great organiser of William Rufus' conquered
district in the north, and founder of Calder Abbey in 11 34,
of two salinae in " Withane " with a fishery in the Derwent
(Nicolson and Burn, II, 524) . It will thus be seen that
the religious houses of Cumberland possessed an almost
unbroken chain of salt pans from the head of the Solway
to Millom with several saltworks upon the opposite shore.
Solway salt enjoyed an excellent reputation in the
neighbourhood by reason of its whiteness and purity, and
was in considerable demand among the inland inhabitants
of the districts. Traces are to be found in some of the old
manorial records of " salt service," i.e. the obligation of
tenants to carry salt from the sea-side salt works for the
lord of the manor. For instance, in their account of the
manor of Clifton in Westmorland, Nicolson and Burn
write (Vol. I), 419) :Anciently, amongst other services, they (the tenants) paid a
boon service, which was to go to St. Bees with man and horse, to
fetch salt from thence, or other necessaries, once every year. For
which, most of them would compound with the bailiff for half a
crown, when he went to warn them, which was sometimes in the
depth of winter. But some would rather chuse to go, and then
they had 12d. a piece of the lord, and bread and cheese and ale
when they returned. The last that went was Henry Penrith, who
brought salt from St. Bees to Lowther, at the summons of Sir
John Lowther, unto whom the manor was mortgaged.
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In the later years of the decline of the religious houses of
Cumberland before their dissolution they apparently
devoted less attention to the manufacture of salt and in
many cases farmed out their salterns to strangers. Holm
Cultram, at any rate, followed this practice; for among
the temporalities mentioned in the return of that abbey's
income in 1535 is an item of 7. 15s. 4d. for the lease of the
saltworks. Further evidence of the decline of the
industry is provided by the report of a commission which
enquired into the condition of the manor of Holm
Cultram in 1573, after that manor had come into the hand
of the crown upon the dissolution of the abbey. It is
stated that " the decay of the Salt pans' rent came by
means that half of them were worn away by the rage of
the sea's floods and divers workmen in them drowned, so
as there was nor is any found left to plant or make new
pans or repairs." A later survey of 1649 quotes the book
left by Gawin Borrodaile, the last abbot of Holm Cultram,
to the effect that " there were 21 Saltpannes at Saltcoates
of 3. 4s. rent per annum, now decayed."
That the Solway salt works in Elizabethan times were
not producing anything like a sufficient quantity of salt
for the preservation of the herrings and killinges (codfish)
exported from the district is shown by the report of the
commission upon Cumberland shipping in 1566. Of
Workington, for instance, the commissioners report :" There is three several vessels called pickerdes of the
burden of vii or viii Tunnes . . . . And their trade
commonlye is used to go to Chester and Liverpoole with
herrings to make sale there, and to bye salt." The seven
small vessels which traded from Parton, likewise carried
fish on their outward voyage and returned with salt.
The same practice prevailed at Ravenglass, Whitehaven
and Powsfoot. (Transactions, N.S. xxi, 77-79).
The Holm Cultram salt-works, however, continued to
produce salt for more than two hundred years after the
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issue of this report. The policy of leasing the salt-works
which had been inaugurated by the monks of Holm
Cultram during the later years of the existence of their
abbey was continued by the Crown after the manor came
into its hand. From " Rentals, Henry viii " (1561) we
learn that " There are within the said LorPP certaigne
saltpannes, the most part utterlye decayed, and are lyke
to decaye except the same be granted to some man for a
terme of yeares. Robt. Chamber who was last farmer dyd
offer (if he might have a lease for years) to mantayne
those weh are yet standing and pay the rent as lately
certifyed." Some such lease must have been granted, and
save for a brief interval around the year 1573, when
according to the survey of the commission appointed to
enquire into the question of the tenant-right of Holm
Cultram, Edward Philipson was farming the salt-works
at the rent of L8. 4s. od., members of the Chamber family
held the lease until 1640 at least.
Interesting information with regard to the extent of the
activities of the salt-pans is to be gleaned from the
" Saultbook " of John Chamber of Raby Cote who died
in 1656. His accounts show that he sold every quarter
about 16o measures of salt at prices ranging from 9d. to is.
Every week there is an entry, generally in the name of a
servant of a " Sunday measure of salt." (Transactions
N.S. 1, 214.
By the year 1654 the lease of the salt-works had passed
away from the Chamber family; for in his interesting
diary James Jackson, who was acting a.s steward for
Thomas Lilburne, who was one of the purchasers of the
manor in 1651, wrote under the date Jan. 30th :—" The
day abouesaid did Arthur Watman of Newton Arlosh
farme from me one Salt Coat for the use of my mastr Tho :
Lilburne esqre. for seaven yeares entreing Janu. 2th
1654 and to end Janu. 2th, 1661, to pay fo r the same the
2 first yeares att or before the 29th of Sept' the sume of
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vjs. viijd. and for the flue last yeares jl. eu'ye year att the
29th of Sept. as the same shall fall due. Recd. for (56)
6s. 8d. Witnes hereof Mr. Jo : Chamb of Raby Coatt,
James Jackson."
Again on Feb. 8th of the same year Jackson wrote :" Memor'. did this day Robt Langcake and Geo : Langcake
take one Salt Coat for the terme of seaven yeares beginning
the day abouesaid and ending (6i) ffeb : 2th and to pay
yearely and eu'ye yeare the sume of jl." (Transactions
N.S. xxi, 105) .
Meanwhile, owing to exemption from duty, the Ruthwell
salt, produced on the opposite shore of the Solway, proved
a profitable article of commerce, though its cheapness
encouraged the enterprise of smugglers. Cumberland
salt seems to have been free of duty till 1696, when by an
act of parliament a duty was imposed, a measure which
somewhat restricted the activities of the hawkers of salt
throughout the county. Moreover on Jan. 21, 1689
Quarter Sessions prescribed that " whereas complaint has
been made that Salt under color of paying his Majesty's
duty is sold at extravagant and unreasonable prices . . .
noe salt shalbe sold at any panne where salt is made
within the County of Cumberland for above 4s. 4d. per
Winchester Bushell, including the King's duty, and that
the Bushell contain 56 lbs." (Grainger and Collingwood,
Register and Records of Holm Cultram, 248-249).
In the following year several " badgers " were prosecuted for selling salt " without any warrant Ticket or
Lycense " and punished by forfeit of the salt or double its
value. The defendants, however, among whom were John
Pape, Robert Benson, John Carter (alias Porter), John
Peate and Ann Willis, all of Holm Cultram, were allowed
upon appeal to recover their salt. (Ibid., 249).
That the Solway salt pans continued up to the end of
the 17th century to attract the notice of speculators is
shown by two entries in Bishop Nicolson's diary. On
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May loth, 1684, he writes :--" On Sciddaw wth 2 Fletchers,
Crisp, Dykes, &c. der H. Eglesfield u D. Larkha etwas
Whiggisch discurriet haben von parliamenten. Mr. Egl.
acquainted me yt ye Saltpans at Canonby were worth 401.
per Annú; & yt Himself had often proffer'd to farm ym so
wth out Coal." Another entry under July 6th 1689
reads :—` ` Din'd at Caldbeck wth Mr. Porter: who very
impatient to have Salt-pans at Salk."
Thus the Cumberland salt industry lingered on, but as
William Hutton in his Beetham. Repository wrote in i o
of the saltworks at Arnside they were " ruin'd by the
great Works at Liverpool and Warrington." The wellnigh obliterated remains along the shore of the Solway
of the kinches and pans of the old salters, and a few placenames are the only visible traces of a once far from
inconsiderable branch of local industry.
.
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